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The sustainable building
cleaning system

The sustainable building cleaning system

Kai-Wash is unique in cladding and facade cleaning. Importantly it minimises the environmental
impact of cleaning operations thereby helping businesses fulﬁll their corporate sustainability
programmes. It recycles water used, utilises bio-diesel to fuel the generating equipment and most
importantly does not use any cleaning detergents. The equipment used makes the operation safe and
eﬃcient and it saves time and costs - without the need for mechanical booms, towers or scaﬀolding.

Kai-Wash is a new way of cleaning and
maintaining cladding and facades utilizing
a sustainable cleaning system that:
• minimises the impact of cleaning upon
the environment

• has no height restriction
• delivers consistent quality
• is unaﬀected by poor weather - less
inconvenience, total predictability
• eliminates intrusion into building operations

• is at least three to four times faster than
conventional methods

• enables you to comply with lease agreements
on buildings

• shows signiﬁcant cost savings compared
to conventional facade cleaning

• reduces life time cost of maintenance yet allows more frequent cleaning

• minimises risk to operators overcoming
safety and insurance issues

• works on horizontal and vertical cladding so suitable for roof cleaning

The Kai-Wash concept centres on a purpose designed
lightweight device temporarily suspended from the
roof of a building. It contains hoses attached to a
custom built service vehicle at ground level and is able
to climb the building on a dual fail-safe cable system.
Our IRATA trained operators on roof and ground,
work closely together communicating through radio
headsets to ensure the Kai-Wash equipment is always
working at its optimum.

The cleaning action is entirely by hot water pumped
under pressure through our custom designed spray
heads onto the outer surface of a building , brushes
are not used (they can damage facades), nor do we
use additives or detergents thus optimising the
sustainability of the system.

The design of the spray heads and jetting angles
are the result of over twenty years experience in
using water jetting to clean buildings. The result
is a cleaning process that is guaranteed to clean
every millimetre of the surface at least sixteen
times during the cleaning cycle giving a
consistent and predictable result.

The result is a system capable of cleaning vast areas
of external surfaces to the highest standards and
which can be considered as part of the buildings
ongoing maintenance and refurbishment
programme.

Despite this thorough cleaning the Kai-Wash
can recycle up to 80% of its water usage which
is reﬁltered and fed back to the service vehicle
allowing minimum waste water to go directly
to surface drains.

Kai-Wash is an ethical company investing in innovative
sustainable cleaning systems. We are working towards
a carbon neutral status and currently oﬀset all of our
carbon emissions through the planting of broad
leaved trees providing local wildlife habitats.

“It is sometimes said that anyone could clean a
building, but Kaizen did it professionally, safely and
with such a slick procedure that we hardly knew
they were there. All this with fantastic results.”

“Planned, prepared and executed with the utmost
professionalism, and safety awareness. Giving the
peace of mind in a hazardous environment that
we expect from our contractors working at height.”
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Sustainable, low cost, better and
more frequently cleaned buildings.

